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Abstract—Hot spotting in photovoltaic (PV) panels causes phys-
ical damage, power loss, reduced lifetime reliability, and increased
manufacturing costs. The problem arises routinely in defect-free
standard panels; any string of cells that receives uneven illumina-
tion can develop hot spots, and the temperature rise often exceeds
100 ◦C in conventional monocrystalline-silicon panels despite on-
panel bypass diodes, the standard mitigation technique. Bypass
diodes limit the power dissipated in a cell subjected to reverse bias,
but they do not prevent hot spots from forming. An alternative
control method has been suggested by Kernahan (Kernahan, 2015)
that senses in real time the dynamic conductance |dI/dV| of a string
of cells and adjusts its operating current so that a partially shaded
cell is never forced into reverse bias. We start by exploring the
behavior of individual illuminated PV cells when externally forced
into reverse bias. We observe that cells can suffer significant heat-
ing and structural damage, with desoldering of cell-tabbing and
discolorations on the front cell surface. Then we test PV panels and
confirm Kernahan’s proposed panel-level solution that anticipates
and prevents hot spots in real time. Simulations of cells and panels
confirm our experimental observations and provide insights into
both the operation of Kernahan’s method and panel performance.

Index Terms—Hot-spot-prevented photovoltaic (PV) panels,
hot spots, maximum power point trackers, photovoltaic cells,
photovoltaic systems, solar power generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AGROWING body of literature recognizes the dangers of
hot spots formed in photovoltaic panels as shaded cells are

forced into reverse bias [2]–[18]. Bypass diodes were considered
an acceptable mitigation technique prior to 2000, but since that
time the power generated on a panel has increased by a factor
of three, providing three times the power to feed a hot spot.

While bypass diodes are routinely included in the design of
present-day PV panels, they have been termed “inadequate” or
“insufficient” to prevent hot spots in currently available high-
power panels [3], [7], [13]–[15]. Multiple research groups have
proposed alternative techniques to detect the onset or presence
of hot spots [2]–[4], [8]–[12], [17], [18], and in some proposed
techniques, additional actions are recommended to mitigate,
prevent, or isolate hot spots [3], [4], [7], [9], [10], [17], [18].
We are aware of only one technique that can not only prevent
hot spots from forming, but can take action in real time to prevent
every cell in a panel from entering reverse bias, thereby avoiding
potential damage to the panel [1]. This patented technique has
negligible dead time and can continuously handle rapid changes
in shading of cells.

Kernahan’s technique [1] constantly monitors the dynamic
conductance of a string of cells, defined as the absolute value of
the local slope G̃ = |dI/dV | at the operating point on the I-V
curve. (We will use a tilde to indicate the dynamic conductance, g̃
for a cell and G̃ for a string.) As discussed in Section III, a shaded
cell that is in danger of being forced into reverse bias by the fully
illuminated cells in the string exhibits a progressively smaller
cell conductance, which quickly dominates the conductance of
the entire string. Kernahan’s technique simply adjusts the string
current to keep G̃ above a minimum value (see (2)) that assures
that no cell in the string has entered reverse bias.

The hotspot mitigation strategies of [17] and [18] deserve
special mention. Each provides a means of avoiding significant
heating once a cell has been driven into reverse bias. In one
case, a full controller sweep from open-circuit to short-circuit
conditions enables the authors to monitor the string dynamic
conductance and to detect a low-resistance defect in a shaded
cell that has entered reverse bias after a delay of no more than
30 s [17]. In the other [18], a pair of MOSFETS controlled by
an oscillator adjusts the current through a bypass diode to lower
the current through a shaded cell after the bypass diode has been
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Fig. 1. Equivalent dc circuit model for a PV cell (left inset), and a room-
temperature I-V curve for the Everbright grade A full-size (156 mm × 156 mm)
PV cell.

activated by forcing the shaded cell deeply into reverse bias. The
approach we describe in this article avoids bypass diodes and
prevents the cell from approaching reverse bias in the first place.

In Section II of this article, we focus on hot spots induced in
a single isolated PV cell. We describe briefly the temperature
rises and damage that we observe as the cell is deliberately
forced into reverse bias. Our observations are consistent with
previously published research [6]. In later sections of this article,
our measurements serve as a baseline for analysis of hot spots
generated in selected, representative PV panels.

Section III describes experimental tests of popular commer-
cial PV panels whose design includes bypass diodes. Partial
shading of cells on these commercial panels resulted routinely
in hot spots. We also tested “hot-spot-prevented” (HSP) pan-
els, whose design does not include bypass diodes but instead
incorporates Kernahan’s patented solar technology [1]. Partial
shading on the HSP panels never induced hot spots.

Section IV describes our modeling and computer simulations
of the HSP panels. The results are consistent with the measure-
ments of Section III, and explain several surprising experimental
observations; e.g., partial shading of a single cell in an HSP
panel causes no notable reduction in panel output power until
the shading exceeds ≈ 8% of the cell.

Finally, in Section V, we summarize our results and point out
important simplifications of PV panel architecture enabled by
HSP operation of panels—without bypass diodes.

II. HOT SPOT ON AN ISOLATED PV CELL

An initial demonstration of hot spots in defect-free
monocrystalline-Si cells was performed on a single Everbright
PV cell illuminated by an ETC spotlight supplied with a variable
voltage and subjected to a range of bias conditions, from forward
bias to −12 V reverse bias. The I-V curve of the cell is shown
in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the circuit used to investigate hot
spots in this cell. We call “1.0-sun-ETC” the illumination from
the spotlight that produced the cell’s rated short-circuit current
at one sun. Several sweeps of the I-V curve in forward bias
were performed at 1.0-sun-ETC and thermal images of the cell
were taken (Fluke Flexcam TI45), as shown in Fig. 3. At the

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for measuring the I-V curve of a single PV cell, and
subsequently observing the temperature rise and damage sustained when forced
into reverse bias. PS = HP6267B power supply; V and A are two Tektronix
DM2510 G multimeters for measuring the cell voltage and current, respectively;
the offset diodes are Diodes, Inc., SBR20A200CT; and the lamp is an ETC
Source 4 Ellipsoidal 750W 36◦ 436 spotlight.

Fig. 3. Thermal images of a solar cell under three different conditions: (a) the
cell near maximum power generation at 63◦C with cell voltage = 0.38 V and
1.0-sun-ETC illumination, (b) the cell in short circuit at 75◦C and 1.0-sun-ETC
illumination, and (c) the cell under reverse bias at 204◦C with cell voltage =
−12 V and 0.8-sun-ETC illumination. All thermal images use the same color
coding displayed on the right side of the figure.

maximum power point (MPP), the cell temperature was 63◦C
[see Fig. 3(a)] and this temperature rose to 75◦C Fig. 3(b) at
short circuit, since the cell was then unable to off-load electrical
power.

At this point, the illumination was reduced to 0.8-sun-ETC
and the cell voltage was lowered to −12 V for a few minutes.
This value was chosen because it is commonly experienced by
a partially shaded cell in a string of 20 cells whose bypass diode
has been activated [3]. The cell temperature rose to 204◦C [see
Fig. 3(c)] under these conditions, which greatly exceeded the
melting point (138◦C) of the Bi58Sn42 solder, causing the joints
and the cell to fail.

III. HOT SPOTS IN PV PANELS

Just as an isolated cell forced into reverse bias develops a
hot spot, a single shaded PV cell in a string of 20 or 24 cells
can readily develop a hot spot unless the string’s current is kept
low enough. The scenario depicted in Fig. 4 focuses on three
cells that represent a longer string. Initially all cells are fully
and uniformly illuminated and hence operate at the same point
of their common I-V curves, typically the MPP, as shown in
Fig. 4(a).

In Fig. 4(b), cell PV3 is 50% shaded, which shifts its I-V
curve down. A conventional controller executing a maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm will attempt to maintain
the prior current level and may send the operating point of
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Fig. 4. (a) Three identical, fully and uniformly illuminated PV cells in a string
are operating at the same point on their common I-V curves. (b) PV3 is now
partially shaded, reducing its photocurrent. A conventional MPPT controller
sends the PV3 operating point into reverse bias (open red dot). PV1 and PV2

shift to higher voltage to match their current to that of PV3. (c) Kernahan’s
controller sets the operating current to just below Isc of the shaded cell, avoiding
a hot spot. All Panels: Dark dots are the initial operating points and red dots are
the final operating points due to the shading of PV3.

PV3 into reverse bias and cause the cell to heat. A type-B cell
(which begins breakdown before a reverse voltage of −12V)
may be able to supply the demanded current without activating
the bypass diode [as illustrated in Fig. 4(b)], whereas a type-A
cell (which begins to break down at a bias more negative than
−12V) will be driven to roughly −12V before the bypass diode
activates [3]. In either case, a hot spot will result like the one
shown in Fig. 3(c). The operating points of PV1 and PV2 will
move to higher voltage to achieve the lower current imposed by
PV3 [see Fig. 4(b)].

If instead of a conventional controller, Kernahan’s proce-
dure [1] is used to operate the string [see Fig. 4(c)], Istring is
reduced to just below Isc of PV3, while PV1 and PV2 will
shift their operating point to higher voltage to match the lower
current ofPV3. The key point is thatPV3 retains a positive bias,
continues to generate power, and avoids the formation of a hot
spot.

How does Kernahan’s operating protocol prevent hot spots? It
prevents them by mandating that the string dynamic conductance
remain above a threshold. Note that the operating point of the
shaded cell PV3 [see Fig. 4(c)] has moved toward a region of its
I-V curve, where the local slope g̃ is smaller. Kernahan’s proce-
dure finds the safe operating point for the string by continually
measuring G̃ under microprocessor control on a millisecond
time scale, and adjusting panel current using a switching power
converter. As the shaded cell PV3 is forced to operate closer to

Fig. 5. Two types of PV panels were tested: (a) a popular commercial panel
(COMM) with a 6 × 10 array of standard-size cells, and (b) a HSP panel with a
23 × 10 array of quarter-width cells.

TABLE I
NSP PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION VALUES

its short-circuit current, its cell g̃ falls significantly and comes
to dominate the string G̃, given by

1

G̃
=

Ncells∑
n=1

1
g̃n

. (1)

When the microprocessor senses a string conductance below a
preset minimum value (see 2), the power converter decreases the
string current until G̃ rises above the preset minimum, indicating
that no cell is in danger of approaching its short-circuit current.

A. PV Panels for Testing

Two types of panels were tested:
1) A popular commercial panel (COMM) with rated

MPP output power of 285W (IMPP = 8.97A, VMPP =
31.80V ) at standard test conditions (STC) (1kW/m2,
25◦C, AM 1.5). See Fig. 5(a). The panel had Ncells = 60
PV cells (each approximately 156 mm square) wired in
series in three strings of 20 cells each. A bypass diode
was provided for each string. Isc was specified as 9.46A
and Voc as 39.15V.

2) A HSP panel was constructed with Ncells = 230 quarter-
width cells (39 mm wide by 156 mm). The cells were cut
from commercially available cells and assembled on the
HSP panel in a single series string without bypass diodes.
A microprocessor and dc–dc power converter were located
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Fig. 6. Top panel: Output power as a function of percent shading of a single
cell in a COMM panel under MPPT control (filled red circles) and in an HSP
panel (filled green squares). In both cases, the power output with a shaded
cell is normalized by the full power with the shade removed. The red curve
shows a simulation of the expected behavior of the COMM panel with a lossless
controller. The green curve is a simulation of expected behavior of the HSP
panel as described in detail in Section IV. Bottom panel: The temperatures of
the shaded cells in the COMM panel (open red circles) and in the HSP panel
(open green squares) versus shading of a single cell. The shaded COMM cell
remains roughly 25◦C above ambient as shading increases and current decreases
until the shading exceeds 48%. At this point, the MPPT controller raises the
current, which activates the bypass diode of the string with the shaded cell. The
temperature of the shaded cell then rises as high as 160◦C for 70% shading. The
shaded HSP cell (open green squares) shows no temperature rise for this high
level of shading, but shows output power that decreases linearly with shading,
albeit with an offset we attribute to light leaking through the back of the panel.

on-panel at one corner of the back side. Table I lists typical
performance specifications of the HSP panel.

B. Behavior of the Panels Under Increasing Shading

To compare the performance of the two types of panel, the pan-
els were oriented to the Sun on cloudless days and one cell was
shaded to varying degrees. The commercial (COMM) panel was
operated under MPPT control using an Epever Tracer 3210AN
charge controller connected to a 12-V 100-Ah AGM Pb-acid
battery (WindyNation RA 12-100 C) and a resistive load. The
load ensured that the battery voltage remained low enough that
the Tracer operated in bulk-charging mode—meaning that it
aimed to operate at the MPP. One cell was alternately covered
with pieces of opaque foam core of increasing size and then
uncovered to allow the panel to operate under full sun. The
top panel of Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the panel power shaded
versus unshaded as the shaded fraction of a single cell increases
(filled red circles). Between 0 and ≈48% shading, the panel
output falls roughly quadratically with increasing shading, in
good agreement with a simulation based on panel specifications
and an ideal MPPT controller (red curve, see Section IV). As
the controller explores small changes in current, it finds that
increases in current send the shaded cell into reverse bias,
where the cell’s negative contribution to panel output power
is significant. The controller thus demands a decreasing current
in this regime of increasing shading, which keeps the shaded

Fig. 7. (a) Thermal image of the shaded cell on a COMM panel documenting
a hotspot of 154◦C. (b) Thermal image (Seek CompactPro) of a HSP panel
showing a temperature of 47◦C on the shaded portion (green) of the shaded cell.
A temperature of 53◦C is recorded on the illuminated portion (upper, white)
of the shaded cell, and a temperature of 52◦C is recorded on an unshaded
neighboring cell located just above the shaded cell.

cell’s voltage positive and its temperature roughly constant, as
measured with a FLIROne Pro thermal camera and shown in the
open red circles in the lower panel. At 50% shading, however,
the panel power has decreased below two-thirds of its fully
illuminated value, and the MPPT controller senses that raising
the current from ≈4.8A to ≈8.2A increases the panel output
power. This causes the bypass diode of the string with the shaded
cell to conduct, effectively isolating the shaded string from the
rest of the panel and raising the shaded cell’s temperature above
150◦C [see Fig. 7(a)]. Further shading did not affect the output
power, as the controller operated to harvest the available power
of the panel’s two fully illuminated strings at a current of≈8.2A.

The HSP panel was connected to a 100-Ah deep-cycle AGM
sealed Pb-acid battery pack consisting of four 12-V batteries
(WindyNation NSAP 12-100) connected in series to achieve a
nominal voltage of 48V. Initially, one of the 230 cells was shaded
by 62% with black electrical tape while the panel current and
voltage were monitored with multimeters. The green squares
in Fig. 6 (upper panel) show that the panel’s output power fell
linearly as shading increased from 62% to nearly 100%, as one
would expect for a linear decrease in the panel current to match
the diminished photocurrent of the shaded cell. Furthermore, the
shaded cell’s temperature remained low (lower panel) since the
HSP controller kept the current low enough to avoid reverse bias
in the shaded cell.

To a good approximation, the conventional panel and the HSP
panel respond identically to shading of a single cell between
0 and 48%: both are under MPPT control and both lower the
current in response to shading. However, for shading greater than
48% the behaviors diverge, with the output of the HSP panel
continuing to drop linearly, whereas the conventional panel’s
output remains constant at slightly below 65% (less than 2/3
because of the ≈0.6V drop across the bypass diode). Herein
lies the essential tradeoff: the HSP panel sacrifices a modest
amount of energy production under strong shading conditions
(> 48%) to prevent the shaded cell from entering reverse bias,
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whereas the conventional panel uses bypass diodes to isolate and
exclude the shaded string to allow the fully illuminated strings to
operate at their MPP. However, the bypassed string now almost
certainly contains a (defect-free) cell with a hot spot of 160◦C
or more. We note that DuPontTM approves the continuous use
of Tedlar PVF film as a backsheet in photovoltaic panels up to
a maximum temperature of 107◦C [19]. We also observe that a
version of the approach in [18] modified to handle three panel
substrings would achieve the output power results in Fig. 6 of the
conventional panel under MPPT control while simultaneously
protecting its shaded cells.

Thus far, we have compared the response of single panels,
whether of conventional construction under MPPT control or of
HSP type. Typical rooftop solar installations combine the output
of Np = 10 to 20 panels or more wired in series. Assuming
that the conventional panels use power optimizers, each panel
is controlled by its own MPPT controller and functions essen-
tially independently of the other panels. However, the output
of the array is orchestrated by a central MPPT controller that
is typically attached to an inverter to connect to the grid [20],
[21]. An analogous HSP PV panel array has the same structure;
the HSP controllers serve as MPPT optimizers, but they have
an overriding mandate to prevent any cell from entering reverse
bias. A central MPPT controller again operates the entire array.
Therefore, comparing an array of conventional panels with
power optimizers to an array of HSP panels reduces to the
single-panel comparison we described above. Furthermore, the
$83 estimated cost of the HSP controller is comparable to that
of commercially available optimizers.

IV. MODELING OF PV CELLS AND PANELS

To gain a deeper understanding of the performance of the
HSP panel—especially at the cell level, which is cumbersome
to measure directly—we have simulated the response of a string
of 230 cells to partial shading while under the control of the
Kernahan algorithm. We use a static version of the cell model
elaborated in [5], ignoring capacitive and inductive effects,
which are negligible below 1 kHz. For a given illumination, the
model calculates the photocurrent Iphoto in Fig. 1 and includes
temperature-dependent effects. Then, for a given Icell, the model
solves iteratively for the voltage across the diode and shunt
resistor in Fig. 1, which finally yields the voltage across the cell.
We further assume that each cell has achieved its steady-state
temperature rise under all operating conditions, using a tempera-
ture rise with respect to ambient of 30◦C for 1 kW/m2 net power
deposited. The string of 230 series-connected quarter-width PV
cells is then subjected to nonuniform illumination. See Table I
for parameters and values used in the simulations.

As an initial example, consider a single cell to be shaded
to varying degrees, while the remaining 229 cells receive full
irradiance of 1 kW/m2. Figure 8 shows the I-V curve of the
unshaded cells (black) and the I-V curves of the shaded cell for
several degrees of shading. The operating point of the string
(panel) for each shading condition is determined by seeking the
MPP and comparing the new string dynamic conductance G̃MPP

Fig. 8. I-V curves of the unshaded cells (black) and a single shaded cell
subjected to varying levels of illumination. The black dot indicates the MPP
when no cells are shaded; the filled dots show the operating point of the shaded
cell, while the open dots on the unshaded I-V curve show the corresponding
operating point of the unshaded cells. The model uses the measured value
Rshunt = 2268 Ω to characterize g̃ at short circuit.

to a preset minimum, defined by

G̃min =
G̃MPP0

M
=

g̃MPP0

MNcells
(2)

where Ncells = 230 is the total number of cells in the string
(panel), G̃MPP0

is the dynamic conductance of the fully and
uniformly illuminated panel (1 kW/m2) at the MPP, and M = 8
is the factor by which G̃MPP0

may be reduced before signaling
a dangerous approach to Isc for one or more cells. If at the
newly found MPP, G̃MPP ≥ G̃min, then the new operating point
is indeed set to the MPP. If, instead, G̃MPP < G̃min, the string
current is decreased until the new operating point satisfies G̃op ≥
G̃min.

For shadings of 5%, 7.5%, and 10% of a single cell (the blue,
orange, and green curves of Fig. 8), the operating current is
reduced by 0.05%, 0.25%, and 2.0%, respectively, from the fully
illuminated condition. Fig. 8 shows clearly what is happening.
The operating point of the shaded cell moves off its MPP toward
higher current and lower voltage, while the 229 unshaded cells
move off their MPP toward slightly higher voltage to match
the current of the shaded cell. The resulting panel voltage in-
creases are 0.02%, 0.17%, and 1.7%, yielding remarkably small
decreases in panel power of 0.03%, 0.08%, and 0.37%.

Fig. 9 shows in greater detail how the performance of the string
is affected by shading of one or more cells. The blue curves in
the left column show the behavior of the string when a single
cell receives reduced irradiance, which is the situation modeled
in Fig. 8. The green and blue curves show the performance when
10% and 50%, respectively, of the cells are shaded to the degree
shown on the horizontal axis.

As seen in the red curve of the bottom-left panel of Fig. 9,
after remaining roughly constant for shading up to about 10%, G̃
falls roughly linearly as shading increases beyond 10%, arriving
at G̃min at about 87% shading. Up to this point, the controller
operates the string at its MPP, lowering the string current to keep
the shaded cell from approaching the nearly flat region of its I-V
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Fig. 9. Response of a 230-cell string under 1-sun illumination when 1 (red
line), 23 (green dashed line), or 115 (blue dash-dot line) cells are shaded by the
percentage indicated on the horizontal axis. The left column describes the full
panel; the right column shows properties of individual cells, with the unshaded
cells in the upper curves and the shaded cells ( ) in the lower curves.

curve. The response of both unshaded (upper curves) and shaded
(lower curves marked with ) cells is shown in the right-hand
column of Fig. 9. By 10% shading of a single cell (red curves),
the voltage of the shaded cell has dropped significantly (middle
panel) and the cell dynamic conductance g̃shaded has dropped by
a factor of 100. The string dynamic conductance does not show
a precipitous drop because the modest increase in g̃unshaded
applies to all 229 unshaded cells, largely compensating the steep
decline in g̃shaded. For shading in excess of 87%, the string must
be operated not at the MPP but at G̃ = G̃min, as illustrated by
the flat portion of the curves of both G̃ and g̃shaded.

Finally, it is important to highlight a requirement for the
success of Kernahan’s method for avoiding hot spots:

1
Rshunt

� G̃MPP0
=

g̃MPP0

Ncells
. (3)

If Rshunt of the cells is too small or Ncells is too large, the
limiting dynamic conductance ≈1/Rshunt of any shaded cell as
it approaches short-circuit may be larger than the initial value
of the string dynamic conductance G̃MPP0

. In this unfortunate
circumstance, shading of any cell(s) may not decrease G̃, and
there is no choice for G̃min below which a cell’s decreasing g̃ is
guaranteed to trigger a decrease in string current that will prevent
the shaded cell from slipping into reverse bias.

For example, in the case of shading just a single cell, described
in Figs. 8 and 9, the starting dynamic conductance G̃MPP0

of
the fully and uniformly illuminated string is 21mS, while the
minimum cell conductance is 1/Rshunt = 0.44 mS, providing a
factor of 48 reduction from G̃MPP0

. We chose M = 8 in (2) to
place G̃min at 2.6 mS, comfortably between the starting value
and a value indicating approach to reverse bias for at least one
cell. This broad range for G̃ allows for noise in the measurements
of G̃ and even allows for a large number of cells (Ncells = 230)
in the string (panel).

V. DISCUSSION

During the past decade, a body of research has aimed to retain
full power generation from unshaded cells even when they are in
series with shaded cells [22]–[25]. Sophisticated power electron-
ics have been deployed in a technique called differential power
processing (DPP). We believe the cost and stability of these DPP
systems present challenges to the widespread use of the tech-
nique. By contrast, Kernahan’s real-time method for preventing
hot spots in PV panels is no less commercially viable than
commonly used power optimizers and we have experimentally
demonstrated its effectiveness. While the panel, we describe
used quarter-sized cells cut from standard 15-cm cells to reduce
on-panel ohmic losses (and to permit the use of the defect-free
portions of defective full-sized cells), the approach works as
well with full-sized cells. It relaxes manufacturing constraints
on cell uniformity and the need for expensive heat-resistant glass
coverings, but a head-to-head comparison of their output power
with that from conventional panels under a variety of shading
conditions is still needed and is in process.
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